Italian Yacht - Cranchi® T36
Crossover pure Luxury
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ith over 147 years of luxury boat making – are handcrafted from the finest Italian Furniture makers, most
Cantiere Cranchi®, located in Lago di Como - distinguished Interior suppliers . The level of luxury and details
Italy, is proudly entering the Philippines through with Cranchi ® is honestly overwhelming . The main reason is
Sunstainable Charters Inc. (www.cranchi.ph). that Cranchi® offers , together with its partners, an unique
Cranchi® has been among the 5 giants in the world leisure Yacht bespoke Interior design and procurement to all of its Owners.
industry. Cranchi® is the most advanced and most automated Like the ad hoc service, when you build a Super yachts, this
is what makes the difference when you
boat manufacturer in the world. This is the
reason why Cranchi® fulfils the quickest
Luxury Yachts Cranchi® purchase a Cranchi® Yacht.
delivery time frame in the Yachting world.
Italian excellence
Cranchi® collection of Yachts represent
The featured Cross over T36 is literally a
a range from 2ft up to a massive 78 feet
marvel in luxury yachting, at nearly 39 feet
unbeatable Budget
Luxury Yachts. The Super yacht 78 feet
and about 12 Feet wide, the T36 Crossover,
directly from source.
“SETTANTOTTO”, will be unveiled to the
is the perfect match for those who want to
world in FALL 2019. All along Cranchi
spend the right price for a Luxury Yacht.
This Yacht has been designed as a Luxury Yacht reaching up ® Yacht, its about Sustainability and economical engines,
to 32 knots in speed , and with it’s high ceiling design being especially designed Volvo Penta, using technologies such as
also a Trawler, specifically designed for cruising at comfortable the SPCT - “Speed Progressive Consumption Technology”,
speeds of 13-18 knots, keeping in mind all the comfort you’ll which guaranties low consumption, and even more at full
ever dream about. In short the best of two world – reunited in speed, yes you heard right! Cranchi® offers the highest in
Maritime Yacht technology and Automated Controls such as
a one of kind Luxury Yacht - the Crossover T36.
CTC - “COORDINATE TURN CONTROL” – in order to control
With it’s dual 300HP Volvo Penta, totalling a massive 600 HP your boat perfect turn angle in all waves; the AL - “AUTOand tremendous torque power, this yacht is your luxury home LIST” which controls the boat’s transverse trim – for full
at sea. The Italian hand made Interiors and details of materials, safety and optimum comfort; the ATS “AUTO TRIM” which
make some 5 star hotels blush. The interiors come with the automatically corrects longitudinal alignment when the gait
highest headroom space in it’s category. The first reaction when varies. Last but not least your T36 is pre-installed with the
you step aboard a T36 is : “unbelievable how much space, and IHFB - “INTERCEPTOR HUMPHREE FLAP BLADE” which
so much light comes into the cabins !”. The Interior finishes allow adapted performance at low and high speed, totally
automated systems. For all these and many more reasons,
the Cranchi ® CROSSOVER - T36, is the Yacht that has been
nominated as the “Best yacht 2019
in the category
underInc.
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feet”. Now there is only you missing
aboard
and Philippines
enjoy – we
Direct : +63
917Italian
852 8858
warmly welcome you aboard, and discover
the
Cranchi
Direct : +63 917 533 2673
® Yachts Collection.
Tel : +63 (0)2 824 3360
www.cranchi.ph
www.paraguayachts.com
www.dreamyachts.ph
www.seabobdive.com

Bespoke Yachting Interior Design, through
our specialized partner Porta Galleria, with
over 40 luxury Italian/Europe brands at hoc.
Design your Interiors the way YOU want:
Tel: +63 2 824 33 60, Tel. +63 917 852 8858
www.portagalleria.com
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